
KARASU, Turkey: A Russian-flagged car-
go ship at the center of a fight over grain 
between Kyiv and Moscow remained 
anchored Tuesday off Turkey’s Black Sea 
coast four days after its unexpected arrival. 
Ukraine alleges that the Zhibek Zholy had 
set off from its Kremlin-occupied port of 
Berdyansk after picking up illegally seized 
wheat. Moscow concedes that the 7,000-
tonne vessel was sailing under the Russian 
flag but denies any wrongdoing. 

And NATO-member Turkey has said 
nothing official in public as it tries to main-
tain its open relations with both Moscow 
and Kyiv while facing Ukrainian pressure to 
seize the ship. The saga started when a 
Kremlin-installed leader in southeastern 
Ukraine last Thursday announced the launch 
of the first official grain shipments across 
the Black Sea since Russia invaded its 
neighbor in February. Russia claims to have 
“nationalized” Ukrainian state infrastructure 
and to be buying crops from local farmers. 
Ukraine says the grain is being illegally 
seized and used to fund Russia’s war effort. 
“Seven thousand tons of grain are heading 
toward friendly countries,” local Russian-
backed administration head Evgeny Balitsky 
said on Telegram. 

Marine traffic websites then showed the 
vessel reaching Turkey’s Black Sea port of 
Karasu and stopping about a kilometer off 
the coast. The ship’s arrival was announced 
by Ukraine’s ambassador to Turkey - one of 
the most vocal officials in the entire dispute. 
He asked Turkey on Twitter to take “corre-
sponding measures” and then told Ukrainian 
state television that the ship had been 

impounded by local coastguards. 
Turkish officials still said nothing even 

though the 140-m vessel was now clearly 
visible by holidaymakers lounging on 
Karasu’s sandy beach. Russian Foreign 
Minister Sergei Lavrov conceded to 
reporters on Monday that the Zhibek Zholy 
had not reached its intended destination. 
But he also played down Moscow’s role or 
the ship’s importance to Russia’s efforts to 
resume marine traffic from parts of Ukraine 
now under its control. “We have to look into 
this situation,” said Lavrov. “The ship really 
does appear to be Russian, sailing under the 
Russian flag. I think it belongs to 
Kazakhstan, while the cargo was being 
shipped under contract between Estonia 
and Turkey.” 

 
‘It never moved’ 

Beachgoers in Karasu - a town of 
30,000 that swells during the summer 
tourism season - say little has happened 
on the ship since its arrival. “It never 
moved,” said local pensioner Salise Aktan. 
“On Sunday, a boat approached the ship 
and then left,” added fellow beachgoer 
Gulay Erol. “I don’t know why,” the 33-
year-old said. 

Turkey’s four-day silence underscores 
the difficulty of its position in the war. 
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan 
has had a tumultuous but close working 
relationship with Russian counterpart 
Vladimir Putin. He has tried to use that 
access to thrust Turkey into the middle of 
diplomatic negotiations and talks on resum-
ing grain shipments from Ukrainian ports. 

But his Russian relationship is complicat-
ed by Turkey’s international commitments as 
a member of NATO defense bloc. Turkey’s 
Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu said 
month week that Ankara was investigating 
reports of Russian-seized Ukrainian grain 
reaching its Black Sea shores. But he added 
that Turkey had been unable to find any 

stolen Ukrainian grain shipments to date. 
Ankara also supplies combat drones to 
Ukraine that have proved effective in help-
ing slow Russia’s advance across the 
Donbas war zone.  

Turkey has further been trying to 
arrange UN-led talks between Russia and 
Ukraine about ways to resume grain ship-

ments across the Black Sea. Erdogan told a 
NATO summit in Madrid last week that his 
country was trying to pursue “a balanced 
policy” because of its heavy reliance on 
Russian energy. Turkish defense officials 
met with a Ukrainian delegation on Monday. 
No details from those talks were 
announced. — AFP  
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Russian cargo ship remains 
stranded off Turkish coast

Ukraine says grain is being illegally seized and used to fund Russia’s war effort

SAKARYA, Turkey: The Russian-flagged cargo ship “Zhibek Zholy” is anchored on July 5,2022 on the Black Sea coast of Karasu district. — AFP   

LUGANO, Switzerland: Ukraine and its allies agreed 
Tuesday to a set of principles for rebuilding the war-torn 
country, including the need for broad reforms to boost 
transparency and root out corruption. Wrapping up a 
two-day conference in the southern Swiss city of Lugano, 
leaders from some 40 countries signed the Lugano 
Declaration committing to support Ukraine through a 
likely long and expensive recovery. 

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky warned from 
Kyiv that the work ahead was “colossal”, and the duty of 
the “whole democratic world”. His prime minister, Denys 
Shmyhal, who led a large delegation to Lugano, cautioned 
that recovery from the massive destruction wrought since 
Russia’s full-scale invasion just four months ago would 

cost at least $750 billion. 
He said the adoption of the declaration and of a set of 

seven founding principles for Ukraine’s reconstruction 
“gives great hope”. “We shall be victorious, we will renew 
our country,” he told reporters. “We have to make every-
thing that was destroyed better than it was.” 

Swiss President Iganzio Cassis, who co-hosted the con-
ference, hailed the declaration as a “key first step on the 
long road of Ukraine’s recovery”. “Our work prepares for 
the time after the war even as the war is still raging,” he 
told the closing ceremony following a minute of silence for 
that war’s many victims. 

 
‘Make corruption impossible’ 

Among the principles agreed upon Tuesday was that 
Ukraine itself must be in the driving seat on how to 
rebuild, and also that the recovery process must go hand-
in-hand with far-reaching reforms. “The rule of law must 
be systematically strengthened and corruption eradicat-
ed,” the document said. With billions of dollars in aid and 
assistance flowing into Ukraine, lingering concerns about 
widespread corruption have driven calls Kyiv to do more 

to ensure transparency and accountability. 
The former Soviet state has long been ranked among 

the world’s most corrupt countries by Transparency 
International. In Europe, only Russia and Azerbaijan ranked 
worse. Shmyhal insisted Tuesday that Ukraine had already 
taken great strides to fix the problem, including by broad 
digitalization of public services and the awarding of con-
tracts in sectors like construction, to reduce “human inter-
action” and the possibilities for corrupt transactions. The 
goal, he said, is “not to fight corruption, but make corrup-
tion impossible.” 

As for who will pay for the towering costs, Shmyhal 
suggested much of this amount could be covered using 
seized Russian assets. He pointed out that such assets 
frozen by Ukraine’s partners so far amounted to $300-500 
billion. “Unprovoked aggression should be paid by the 
aggressor,” he said. “Russia should pay for this.” At his side, 
the Swiss president, whose country has long been a choice 
destination for Russian oligarchs to invest and stash away 
their fortunes, stressed the importance of respecting prop-
erty rights and the rule of law. 

Shmyhal on Monday laid out the government’s three-

phase reconstruction plan, focused on the immediate needs 
of those affected by the war, followed by the financing of 
thousands of longer-term reconstruction projects, and ulti-
mately on transforming Ukraine into a European, green and 
digital country. To push the message, a number of ministers, 
as well as First Lady Olena Zelenska, also spoke Monday 
to lay out the massive reconstruction needs, as well as their 
vision for a new Ukraine. 

The Ukrainians have proposed that allied countries 
“adopt” specific regions of Ukraine, and lead the recovery 
there to render it more efficient. Britain has proposed tak-
ing on the Kyiv region, while France would concentrate on 
the heavily-hit Chernihiv region. Australia and Denmark are 
also among countries that have voiced interest in leading 
specific reconstruction efforts. “We understand that this is 
for the long-haul, and we are ready,” high-level French 
diplomat Francois Delattre told AFP. Lugano was seen as a 
first step towards the rebuilding of Ukraine, and there are 
already several follow-up conferences planned, with one 
led by the EU in a few months. London has agreed to host 
a Ukraine Recovery Conference next year, while Germany 
has said it can host the 2024 edition. —AFP 

LAKE MEAD: Millions of gallons of Colorado River water 
hurtle through the Hoover Dam every day, generating elec-
tricity for hundreds of thousands of homes. But the mega 
drought affecting the western United States is sending 
reservoir levels plummeting towards deadpool - the point 
at which the dam can no longer produce power. 

“We are 23rd year of drought here in the Colorado River 
Basin and Lake Mead has dropped down to 28 percent,” 
explains Patti Aaron of the US Bureau of Reclamation, which 
operates the dam. She was referring to the vast lake created 
by the building of the dam. “There isn’t as much head so 
there isn’t as much pressure pushing the water into the tur-
bines, so there’s less efficiency and we aren’t able to produce 
as much power.” 

Hoover Dam was a feat of American hope and engineer-
ing. Construction began in 1931 as the country was wither-
ing under the Great Depression. Thousands of workers 
toiled 24 hours a day to build what was then the largest 
hydroelectricity facility in the world. The dam stopped up 
the Colorado River, creating Lake Mead, the biggest reser-
voir in the United States. 

At its height, the lake surface sits over 1,200 feet (365 
meters) above sea level. But after more than two decades 
of drought it is now less than 1,050 feet - the lowest since 
the lake was filled, and falling about a foot a week. If it 
drops to 950 feet, the intakes for the dam will no longer be 
under water and the turbines will stop. “We’re working 
very hard for that not to happen,” said Aaron. “It’s just not 
an option to not produce power or not deliver water.” 

The Colorado River rises in the Rocky Mountains and 
snakes its way through Colorado, Utah, Arizona, Nevada, 
California and northern Mexico, where it empties into the 
Gulf of California. It is fed chiefly by the huge snowpack 
that gets dumped at high altitudes, melting slowly through-
out the warmer months. But reduced precipitation and the 
higher temperatures caused by humanity’s unchecked 
burning of fossil fuels means less snow is falling, and what 
snow there is, is melting faster. As a consequence, there is 
not as much in a river that supplies water to tens of millions 
of people and countless acres of farmland. Boaters on Lake 
Mead, many of whom come from Las Vegas and its sur-
rounding towns, say they are doing their part to protect 
supplies. They point to the drought-tolerant landscapes 

they have installed instead of lawns, and the high percent-
age of indoor water that is recycled in desert towns. “But 
you’ve got farmers in California growing almonds for 
export,” said Kameron Wells, who lives in nearby 
Henderson, Nevada. 

Householders in southern California have grumbled 
about the fate of their luscious lawns since being ordered 
to limit their outdoor watering to one or two days a week 
at the start of the summer. But there, like in the desert 
periphery of Las Vegas, there is plenty of new construc-
tion, with huge houses being put up in the resort settle-
ment of Lake Las Vegas. And from the air, the vibrant 
green of dozens of golf courses mark an otherwise dust 
bowl landscape. — AFP 

TOKYO: It’s still dark when the line starts forming 
outside an electronics store in Tokyo, as desperate 
gamers try to snag the latest PlayStation or Xbox 
despite chronic shortages in Japan. The consoles 
made by Sony and Microsoft have been hard to buy 
since their November 2020 release, as has 
Nintendo’s Switch, with supply chain issues exacer-
bated by lockdowns in China. 

Shortages have struck worldwide but are partic-
ularly acute in Japan because Sony and Microsoft 
have prioritized other markets. That has left con-
sumers and stores in a game of cat-and-mouse as 
customers hunt coveted consoles and sellers battle 
chaos that has sometimes required police interven-

tion. Tetsuya, 50, has been trying to get a console 
since February and lined up before 6:30 am with 
dozens of other people outside a store in the elec-
tronics district of Akihabara. 

But around 8 am, an employee emerged to 
announce the store had not received either PS5s or 
Xboxes and the crowd quickly dispersed. “It’s a 
shame, but I’ll keep trying my chances if I can,” said 
Tetsuya, who declined to give his second name. 
Hoping to discourage crowding, many stores have 
moved sales online, using lottery systems, while 
others have shifted to low-profile sales that take 
place without prior warning, with consoles arriving 
on a random schedule. 

The phenomenon is known as “guerrilla sales” in 
Japan, a term that first emerged with the Nintendo 
DS console, which was a victim of its own success 
during the 2000s. Some gamers are fighting back 
with their own tactics, including one who has set up 
a website gathering crowdsourced information. 
“Last summer, I spent three months trying to buy a 
PlayStation 5, but every time I went to a store, they 

were sold out,” said the 40-year-old Japanese man, 
a researcher in artificial intelligence who asked to 
remain anonymous.—AFP 

KAWASAKI, Japan: This file photo taken on Nov 12, 2020 
shows an employee handling a newly-purchased Sony 
PlayStation 5 gaming console for a customer on the first 
day of its launch at an electronics shop. — AFP  

HOOVER DAM: An aerial view shows the “bathtub ring”, a white band of mineral deposits showing previous water levels, of 
Lake Mead on June 28, 2022 at the Hoover Dam on the Colorado River at the Nevada and Arizona state border. — AFP  
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on Tuesday ratified landmark laws that will more 
closely regulate Big Tech and curb illegal content 
online, as the EU seeks to bring order to the internet 
“Wild West”. MEPs approved the final versions of 
the Digital Markets Act, focused on ending monop-
olistic practices of tech giants, and the Digital 
Services Act, which toughens scrutiny and the con-
sequences for platforms when they host banned 
content. “With the legislative package, the European 
Parliament has ushered in a new era of tech regula-
tion,” said German MEP Andreas Schwab, a key 
backer of the laws. The DMA will have major conse-
quences for Google, Meta and Apple, and a handful 
of online “gate-keepers” that must now do business 
according to a list of do’s and don’ts intended to 
ensure that smaller rivals can thrive. 

This should do away with the complicated court 
battles needed to enforce the EU’s competition laws 
that drag on for decades and fall short in challenging 
the giants. The DMA passed with 588 votes in favor 
and only 11 against in a sign of the acute apprehen-
sion towards tech giants across the political spectrum. 
The DSA will target a wider range of internet actors 
and aims to ensure real consequences for companies 
that fail to control hate speech, disinformation and 
child sexual abuse images. 

The digital world “has developed a bit like a west-
ern movie, there were no real rules of the game, but 
now there is a new sheriff in town”, said Danish MEP 
Christel Schaldemose. “We have now taken back 
control of tech. We now have democratically deter-
mined rules for tech,” she added. The DSA also 
passed easily with 539 votes in favor, 54 against and 
30 abstentions. 

Both laws now require the final approval by the 
EU’s 27 member states, which should be a formality. 
The legislation had faced lobbying from the tech com-
panies and intense debate over the extent of freedom 
of speech. Now the big question is over enforcement 
with worries that the European Commission, the EU’s 
executive arm in Brussels, lacks the means to give sharp 
teeth to its new powers. 

The EU has struggled to enforce its pioneering 
data protection law, known as the GDPR, with regula-
tors facing criticism for going too slowly. “The essen-
tial challenge now is enforcement and the actual 
impact of these pieces of law,” said Markus J Beyrer, 
head of Business Europe. The “competitiveness of our 
digital players is at stake,” he added. EU internal mar-
ket commissioner Thierry Breton downplayed the 
problem, insisting that teams dedicated to enforce-
ment, in conjunction with national regulators, would 
be up to the task. “There will be a before and an after 
DSA and DMA,” he said.  —  AFP 
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